Abstract-Microarray data processing revolves around the pivotal issue of locating genes altering their expression in response to pathogens, other organisms or other multiple environmental conditions resulted out of a comparison between infected and uninfected cells or tissues. To have a comprehensive analysis of the corollaries of certain treatments, deseases and developmental stages embodied as a data matrix on gene expression data is possible through simultaneous observation and monitoring of the expression levels of multiple genes. Clustering is the mechanism of grouping genes into clusters based on different parameters. Clustering is the process of grouping genes into clusters either considering row at a time(row clustering) or considering column at a time(column clustering). The application of clustering approach is crippled by conditions which are unrelated to genes. To get better of these problems a unique form of clustering technique has evolved which offers simultaneous clustering (both rows and columns) which is known as biclustering. A bicluster is deemed to be a sub matrix consisting data values. A bicluster is resulted out of the removal of some of the rows as well as some of the columns of given data matrix in such a fashion that each row of what is left reads the same string. A fast, simple and efficient randomized algorithm is explored in this paper, which discovers the largest bicluster by random projections.
INTRODUCTION
Gene expression data is typically arranged in the form of a matrix with rows corresponding to genes, and columns corresponding to patients, tissues, time points, etc. Gene expression data are being generated by DNA chip and other microarray technology and they are presented as matrices where each entry in the matrix represents the expression levels of genes under various conditions including environments, individuals and tissues. Each of the N rows represents a gene (or a clone, ORF, etc.) and each of the M columns represents a condition (a sample, a time point, etc.) [8] . It can either be an absolute value (e.g. Affymetrix GeneChip) or a relative expression ratio (e.g. cDNA microarrays). A row/column is sometimes referred to as the -expression profile‖ of the gene/condition [4] . Due to complex procedure of microarray experiment, gene expression data contains a huge amount of data. Clustering is applied to extract useful information from the gene expression data matrix. The process of grouping data objects into a set of disjoint class clusters, so that objects within a class have high similarity to each other, while objects in separate classes are more dissimilar [1] . Clustering can be applied either conditions (column clustering). Table 1 show the row clustering where, all the columns for the rows G2, G3 and G4 is selected and table 2 shows column clustering, where C3, C4 and C5 column is clustered with all the rows/genes. The classical approach to analyze microarray data is clustering. The process of clustering partitions genes into mutually exclusive clusters under the assumption that genes that are involved in the same genetic pathway behave similarly across all the testing conditions. The assumption might be true when the testing conditions are associated with time points. However, when the testing conditions are heterogeneous, such as patients or tissues, the clustering can be proven as the method of extraction information [6] . However clustering has got its own limitations. Clustering is based on the assumption that all the related genes behave similarly across all the measured conditions. It may reveal the genes which are very closely co-regulated along the entire column. Based on a general understanding of the cellular process, the subsets of genes are co-regulated and coexpressed under certain experimental conditions. But they behave almost independently under other conditions. Moreover, clustering partitions the genes into disjoint sets i.e. each gene is associated with a single biological function, which is in contradiction to the biological system [8] . In order to make the clustering model more flexible and to overcome the difficulties associated with clustering the concept of biclustering was introduced (see table 3 ). Biclustering is clustering applied in two dimensions, i.e. along the row and column, simultaneously. This approach identifies the genes which show similar expression levels under a specific subset of experimental conditions. The objective is to discover maximal subgroups of genes and subgroups of conditions. Such genes express highly correlated [18] activities over a range of conditions.
One would expect that a group of genes would exhibit similar expression patterns only in a subset of conditions, such as the subset of patients suffering from the same type of disease. Under this circumstance, biclustering becomes the alternative to the traditional clustering paradigm. Biclustering is a process which performs clustering in two dimensions simultaneously. Clustering method derives a global model while biclustering produces a local model. Biclustering enables one to discover hidden structures in gene expression data in which many genetic pathways might be embedded [2] . It might also allow one to uncover unknown genetic pathways, or to assign functions to unknown genes in already known genetic pathways, while clustering technique is applied a given gene cluster is defined using all the conditions ,similarly each condition cluster is defined for all genes. But each gene in a bicluster is selected using only a subset of the conditions and each condition in a bicluster is selected using only a subset of genes [2] . The goal of biclustering is to identify subgroups of genes and subgroups of conditions by performing simultaneous clustering of both the rows and columns instead of in two dimensions separately as in clustering [2] .
Randomized algorithm approach is based on the idea of randomly selecting a set of columns and rows [6] . It is a very simple, effective method to find bicluster on both the aspect of time complexity and space complexity. The sub matrix produced by the biclustering has the property that each row reads the same string, so such a sub matrix would therefore correspond to a group of genes that exhibit a coherent pattern of states over a subset of conditions. [3] . Our proposed work is to find the biclusters from gene expression data using randomized algorithm. First, we have used a synthetic data set, and then we have validated our work with Yeast data set [20] . Second, we have pre-processed our data set using Z-score method to put the attribute values in a standard range of values. Finally, we validate our randomized model by comparing our model with existing biclustering models by considering various parameters. Our model (See figure 1 ) outperforms the existing model of Cheng and Church [15] on the basis of run time for finding number of patterns and also the scalability issues have been found to be improved significantly considering both the attributes and objects as they increases.
A. Proposed Model

B. Paper Layout
This paper is arranged in the following manner, section I gives the introduction as well as our proposed model is also outlined, section II deals with related work on biclustering models. In section III the preliminary information about gene expression data, bicluster, randomized approach, problem statement and algorithms are described. Section VI describes our proposed algorithm. Section V gives the analysis of our work and shows its significance over the Cheng and Church [15 ] algorithm. Finally, section VI gives the conclusion and future directions of our work.
II. RELATED WORK
Shyama Das et al [13] proposed a greedy randomized adaptive search procedure to find the biclusters. The bicluster seeds are generated using k-means algorithm, and then these seed are enlarged using GRASP. GRASP happens in two phases i.e construction and local search. In the construction phase a feasible solution is developed iteratively by adding one element each time which will generate a feasible solution whose neighborhood will be searched until a local minimum is identified during the local search phase. The best solution is stored as the result.
In this study GRASP is applied for the first time to identify biclusters from Human Lymphoma dataset. In this paper the GRASP meta heuristics is used for finding biclusters in gene expression data. In the first step K-Means algorithm is used to group rows and columns of the data matrix separately. Then they are combined to produce small biclusters. http://ijacsa.thesai.org/ Bing Liu et al [7] proposed an efficient semi-unsupervised gene Selection method via spectral biclustering. From biological and clinical point of view finding smaller number of important genes help the doctor to concentrate on these genes and investigating the mechanism for cancer causes and its remedies.
Haider Banka et al. [8] give an evolutionary biclustering of gene expression data. They have proposed to uncover genetic pathways (or chains of genetic interactions) which is equivalent to generating clusters of genes with expression levels that evolve coherently under subsets of conditions, i.e., discovering biclusters where a subset of genes are coexpressed under a subset of conditions. Such pathways can provide clues genes that contribute towards a disease. This emphasizes the possibilities and challenges posed by biclustering. The objective here is to find sub matrices or maximal subgroups of conditions where the genes exhibit highly co-related activities over a range of conditions. Stefano Lonardi et al. [6] find biclusters by random projection. From a given matrix X composed of symbols, a bicluster is a sub matrix of X obtained by removing some of the rows and columns, so that each row left will read the same string. An efficient randomized approach is used to find largest bicluster which is probabilistic that is each entry of the matrix is associated with the probability.
Daxin Jiang et al. [11] proposed an interactive exploration of gene expression patterns from a gene expression data set. Analyzing coherent gene expression patterns is an important task in bioinformatics research and biomedical applications. The development of microarray technology provides a great opportunity for functional genomics. Identifying co-expressed genes and coherent expression patterns in gene expression data can help biologists understand the molecular functions of the genes and the regulatory network between the genes. However, due to the distinct characteristics of gene expression data and the special requirements from the biology domain, mining coherent patterns from gene expression data presents several challenges, which cannot be solved by traditional clustering algorithms.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. Microarray or Gene Expression Data
Microarrays is a small chip made of chemically coated glass , nylon membrane or silicon onto which thousands of DNA molecules are attached in fixed grids [19] . Microarray is used in the medical domain to produce molecular profiles of diseased and normal tissues of patients. Microarray captures the expression level of thousands of genes under one experiment. Microarray operations are done under different condition to have parallel comparison between the experimental levels of gene. The relative abundance of mRNA of a gene is called the expression level of a gene [9] .This is measured using DNA microarray technology which revolutionized the gene expression study by simultaneously measuring the expression levels of thousands of genes in a single experiment [8] [13] .
The data generated by these experiments high dimensional matrix contain thousands of rows (genes) and hundreds of conditions. The experimental conditions can be patients, tissue types, different time points etc. Each entry in this matrix is a real number which denotes the expression level of a gene. Genes participating in the same biological process will have similar expression patterns. Clustering is the suitable mining method for identifying these patterns [1] [13] . The ability of arrays to monitor thousands of separate but unrelated events simultaneously has captured the thoughts of scientists practicing in both basic and applied research [8] [16] [17] .
The process of microarray formation experiment is associated with a collection of experimental factors describing the variables under study, e.g. -disease state‖,‖gender state‖. Each microarray in an experiment takes on a specific value for each of the experimental factors, e.g. -disease state = normal‖ and -gender = male‖ [9] [19] . In the very first stage the mRNA (messenger RNA) of normal male cell and a cancer male cell is obtained through RNA isolation process. Then by the reverse transcriptage enzyme the cDNA is obtained from mRNA. The cDNA (complimentary DNA) of the diseased cell is labeled with red color and the normal cell cDNA is labeled with green color. Then by the hybridization process the diseased cell and normal cell is hybridized to a small chip made of chemically coated glass, nylon membrane or silicon called as microarray in a fixed form (grids). Gene expression data are being generated by DNA chip and other microarray technology and they are presented as matrices of expression levels of genes under various conditions including environments, individuals and tissues. Gene expressions provide a fundamental link between genotypes and phenotypes, and play a major role in biological processes [18] [19] and systems including gene regulation, evolution, development and disease mechanism.
A gene expression data from microarray experiment is represented by a real valued matrix. M = { A ij |1≤i≤n , 1≤j≤ m}where rows ,G ={ g 1 , g 2 , g 3, ………. g r }represents the expression pattern of the genes and the column, S = { s 1 , s 2 , s 3, …….s c } represents expression profiles for samples and each element w ij is measured expression level of gene i in sample j 1 which is shown in the below table 3. Where, r = no of genes, c = no of samples, M = gene expression data matrix, a ij = element in the gene expression matrix, gene = different whose expression levels are taken in the row and condition = genes are studied under different conditions which are taken in the column. http://ijacsa.thesai.org/ Gene expression data set contains thousands of genes while the no. of tissue sample ranges from tens to hundreds, while analyzing expression profiles, a major issue is gene selection for target phenotype [5] [19] . For example Cancer is a disease that begins in the cells of the body. Cancer is ultimately the result of cells that uncontrollably grow and don't die. Cancer occurs when cells become abnormal and keep dividing and forming more cells without order or control. From biological and clinical point of view finding the small number of important genes can help medical researchers to concentrate on these gens and investigating the mechanism for cancer development. Clustering is a reputed algorithmic technique that partitions a set of input data (vectors) into subsets such that data in the same subset are close to one another in some metric [3] . Recent developments require finding the largest bicluster satisfying some additional property with the largest area. For a given matrix of size n × m over a alphabet set ∑, a bicluster is a sub matrix composed of selected columns and rows satisfying a certain property [3] . Bicluster is a subset of genes that jointly respond across a subset of conditions, where a gene is termed responding under some condition if its expression level changes significantly under that condition with respect to its normal level. A bicluster of a gene expression data is a local pattern such that the gene in the bicluster exhibit similar expression patterns through a subset of conditions [6] . The basic goal of biclustering is to identify subgroups of genes and subgroups of conditions, where the genes exhibit highly correlated activities for every condition, Identify submatrices with interesting properties and to perform simultaneous clustering on the rows and column dimensions of the genes. The underlying bases for using bi-clustering in the analysis of gene expression data are similar genes may exhibit similar behaviors only under a subset of conditions, not all conditions, genes may participate in more than one function resulting in one regulation pattern in one context and a different pattern in another.
B. Randomized Approach for finding Biclusters
Biclustering algorithms may have two different objectives: to identify one or to identify a given number of biclusters. Randomized algorithm is an approach to find one bicluster at a time which is very easy to understand and implement [6] .
Let's assume that, given a large set of a data matrix, X Є ∑ n×m from which a sub matrix, x (r*,c*) has to be discovered where the sub matrix x (r*,c*) is the largest one from the data matrix set. For the simplicity r * =|R * | and c * = |C * |. The concept of the algorithm owes its origin to the following simple observation. It is analyzed that if we can know what is the value of R * then we can easily determine C * by selecting the clean columns with respect to R * or if instead we know C *, then, R * could be obtained by taking the maximal set of rows which read the same string. Unfortunately, if neither R * nor C * is known then the approach is to -sample‖ the matrix by random algorithm, with the expectation that at least some of the projections will overlap with the solution (R * , C * ), one can focus to either rows or columns, but here, in this algorithm, it is described how to retrieve the solution by sampling columns.
The steps for the algorithm are as described below:
1. Select a random subset of columns as S of size k uniformly from the set of columns {1, 2, . . . , m}. 2. Lets assume that for the instant that S ∩C * ≠ Φ. If we know S C * , then (R*,C*) could be determined by the following three steps: a. select the string(s) w that appear exactly r * times in the rows of X [1:n.S ∩ C * ] b. set R * to be the set of rows in which w appears and c.
set C * to be the set of clean columns corresponding to R *.
Given a selection of rows R, we say that a column j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, is clean with respect to R if the symbols in the j th column of X restricted to the rows R, are identical. In general, a solution of the largest bicluster can contain a column of zeros, as long as they appear in all rows of the sub matrix [6] .
C. Problem Statement
The main problem behind this algorithm is to find the largest bicluster from the given data matrix.
Largest Biclsuter(f ) problem Instance: let ∑ denotes the set of nonempty symbols. Let X be a gene expression data matrix asdefined over the alphabet ∑ n ×m of symbol. http://ijacsa.thesai.org/ n = no of rows or genes m = no of columns or conditions
The set ∑ denotes a non-empty alphabet of symbols and a string over ∑ is an ordered sequence of symbol Largest Biclsuter (f) problem.
Objective: To find a row selection R and a column selection C such that the rows of X (R,C) are identical strings and the objective function f (X(R,C) ) is maximized from the alphabet set.
Assume that we are given a large matrix X Є∑ n×m in which a sub matrix X Є(R * , C * ) is to be selected. Assume also that the sub matrix X (R * Randomized search : From the selected columns take the common columns which are the subset of the given matrix X. As per our example the common column is : C 1 * ∩ C 2 * = (2,4). The common column is shown in green color in the below table 6.
Randomized search : For all the subset of S, find the occurrences of string w that appears at least r times in each subset of S.
As per our example,
The String 11 appears = 1
The String 01 appears = 3
The string 12 appears = 1
The string 02 appears = 1 Randomized search : Record the maximum no string which appears in the subset and record the corresponding rows. As per our example, the maximum string which appears is 01 and the corresponding rows are rows are (2, 4, 6) Randomized search (step-5):
 Select the set of clean columns C with size at least ‗ c' corresponding to each R  A column j is clean with respect to R if the symbols in the j th column of X restricted to the rows R, are identical. As per our example, the clean column with respect to the rows are (5, 6) .
Randomized search (step-6): Save the solutions and repeat step 1 to 4 for t iterations. As per our example, the largest bicluster is: In this paper, we have simulated the randomized biclustering algorithm to find the maximal bicluster embedded in the data matrix using the synthetic data set as well as Yeast data set [20] . We have also implemented the the Minimum Square Residue (MSR) approach of Cheng and Church [15] to find the biclusers.
We have tested both the approaches in Intel Dual Core machine with 2GB HDD. The OS used is Microsoft XP and all programs are written in C. We have observed the similar trends on runtime versus number of biclusters found in both MSR based approach and our proposed randomized approach, the figure 2 shows the running time is significantly less as Table 7 shows the comparative study on both the approaches. VI. CONCLUSION
The simultaneous clustering of the rows and columns of a matrix falls under diversified names such as biclustering, coclustering or two mode clustering. The unique features of gene expression data and the specific demands from the domain of biology, propels different challenges on the front of coherent patterns from gene expression data which is a taxing task for traditional clustering algorithms. The underlying basis for using biclustering in the analysis of gene expression data are similar genes may exhibit similar behaviors only under a subset of conditions, not all conditions. Genes are regulated by multiple factors/processes concurrently. Genes may participate in more than one function resulting in one regulation pattern in one context and a different pattern in another. Using biclustering algorithms, one can obtain sets of genes that are co-regulated under subsets of conditions. Here, we have presented a rather simple algorithm based on random projections. We have presented a probabilistic analysis of the largest bicluster problem, which allows one to determine the statistical significance of a solution. In future we plan to extend our system to the following aspects randomized approach provides a flexible and consistent model to organize the expression patterns in individual data sets. In future this approach can be extended to the application of various soft computing techniques as genetic algorithm, pattern matching, unsupervised learning algorithm which can able to find more than one bicluster from the single data set. We are hopeful that this concept of biclustering will meet the future challenges and will prove itself as more effective and result oriented.
